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South Asian Growth 2000-2011 

Sporadic Growth Usually Created by  External Resources or Short Term Injections

• Growth volatility  adding to 

uncertainty

• Boom bust cycles in absence of reform 
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South Asian Investment Outlook 2000-2011 

How are Savings Channeled towards Growth?
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South Asian Exports 2000-2011 

Sustaining share in global markets seems difficult



Growth policy by default

• Public sector projects 

being multiplied with 

lesser available resources

• Regulated markets and 

sector picking

• Lack of structural reform
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What is the Current Growth Strategy?



Plan Periods in Pakistan
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Revisiting Determinants of Economic Growth
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Four Important Debates



• Bridging gap between macroeconomic performance and 

microeconomic outcomes

• 3 Case Studies

– Public expenditure and social capital

– Cities being more responsive to poor

– Finding innovation processes that reduce inequalities
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Socially-relevant Growth Process



• In 2011 Pakistan reported more polio cases than 

Nigeria, Pakistan and India together

• Over 25000 families refused immunization teams 

only in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province

• For 3 years children of this region went un-

immunized despite of spending over Rs. 10 billion 

since 2010

• Took 14 months to bridge trust deficit with local 

Taliban and convince them on immunization program

– Only this year Taliban allowed the teams to enter 

peacefully and conduct vaccinations
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Social Capital and Child Immunization

Social Capital more important than human and physical capital



• South Asian Mayor’s Meeting

• We conducted social accountability interventions in 

two urban slum areas with lowest enrollment: 

– Minority Christian community

– Migrant community

• Parents-Teachers committees formed over 13 

months and parents informed on registering 

grievances

• Parents ensuring not only child attendance but also 

content of schooling

• A case for micro-governance interventions
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Social Accountability and Cities

Cities have a greater tendency to be pro-poor



• While formal innovation systems still remain clogged 

by barriers to entry in market

• It is the informal innovations that are pro-poor and 

have greater growth potential

– Honey bee network � Anil Gupta

• Case Study of Garbage Bank (Gul Bahao Project) 

– Low cost consumer durables

– Housing at affordable prices

– Infrastructure at lower unit costs
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Social Innovation and Growth

Innovations that respond to needs of the poor



Thank You
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